Of the two expressions
-rU-77 /2) for the area | M | of a plane domain M, given in polar coordinates p, ω by the inequalities 0 <^ p <_ r(ω), 0 <^ ω j£ 277, the first has the well-known extension
to n dimensions. Here ίl n is the surface of the unit sphere in the ^-dimensional Euclidean space, dω n is its area element at the point u, and M is given by 0 < p < r(u), u C Ω Λ .
In the second expression, \p\ may be interpreted as (1-dimensional) volume of the simplex with one vertex at the origin z and the other at a variable point p = {p, ω ±π/2) in the cross-section of M with the line normal to ω. The purpose of the present note is the proof and the application of the following extension of this second expression to n -1 sets M l9 ••• , M nml in E n :
Here Mj(u) is the cross-section of Uj with the hyperplane H(u) through z normal to the unit vector u, the point p. varies in MΛu\ the differential dV™' 1 is the ((/ι -l)-dimensional) volume element of Λf y (α) at p., and T(p , .. ,p , z) is the volume of the simplex with vertices p , , p , z.
Replacing the sets M nmΓ + l9 •-• , M n .χ by the unit sphere U n with center z yields expressions for j M x | « | M n . r | in terms of the volume T (p , , p , z ), in particular (l)forr=τ& -1.
With the notation
Steiner's symmetrization leads from (2) to the following result: It follows in particular for a convex body M that, for n >_ 3, with equality sign (if \M\ > 0) only for the spheres with center z, was found previously by L. A. Santalo who communicated it to the author. It is also the special case M n _ ί = M, Mj = U n for j < n -1, of (3). to the x Λ -axis. The geometric meaning of the right side of (2) shows that a special discussion of this case is superfluous.
Let
To evaluate Π|(M;)| in the new coordinates, observe that the first n rows in the rc (rc -1 )-rowed Jacobian / of the transformation (7) hyperplane H(u) with normal u through z,
Replacing χ1 by p., we briefly summarize the results (9), (10), (11) of the latter sets to the right side of (13 ) can then be integrated out by using the following fact:
Let an L μf 0 < μ < n -1, through the center z of the unit sphere U n . ι in 
Returning to (13) Hence, carrying out the integration over U n (u) , by (14) we obtain The integrand occurs in many II(u) 9 and it would be more natural to replace the integration over Ω Λ by an integration over all L n . r . The results of integral geometry [5] lead to such a reduction for general r; however, we restrict our attention here to the two simplest cases, where no new formulas of the type (12) As second example, we indicate briefly the reduction of (15 we conclude from (18) and
15 ... , M m9 z) > To discuss the equality sign, consider points p. in Mi which are centers of chords parallel to the x n -eoάs. Then p i = pf, and the points p ? . = pf lie in P f so that the right side of (18) That the minimum is actually reached in this case is proved by the following standard argument (see [1, §24] ). Using a suitable sequence P v of planes [2, > 70] . However, the extension to arbitrary m is immediate. A particularly simple proof, which works for all m and is not found in the literature, is obtained by using Loewner's result, that there is exactly one ellipsoid which has a given center, contains a given convex body, and has minimal volume. Applying this result to (13) yields the inequalities (3) and (4) The corresponding minimum maximum problem seems quite difficult.
